**STEP UNITS**

**INDEPENDENT STEP UNIT**

Made with a 3/4" plywood carriage, this unit is totally self-standing. Note feet and raised areas on side and back at the bottom.

**DEPENDENT STEP UNIT**

Carriage is cut from 1x12 stock and must be legged to stand. A step leg and flat frame carriage are suggested or attach to a platform.

V-6  STAIRS  189
To lay out a notched carriage, attach stair gauges (at right and available at any good hardware store) to desired rise/tread relationship. Slide the square along edge of 1x10 stock and mark off steps. Deduct proper amounts from first riser and last tread.

The assembled step unit, supported by step less, shows the carriage made of 1x12. The long, dashed line is for 1x10.

Note added 1x10 stock to reinforce waist of 1x10.